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Abstract
Application-specific, parameterized local search algorithms (PLSAs), in which optimization accuracy can be
traded off with run-time, arise naturally in many optimization contexts. We introduce a novel approach, called
simulated heating, for systematically integrating parameterized local search into evolutionary algorithms
(EAs). Using the framework of simulated heating, we investigate both static and dynamic strategies for systematically managing the trade-off between PLSA accuracy and optimization effort. Our goal is to achieve maximum solution quality within a fixed optimization time budget. We show that the simulated heating technique
better utilizes the given optimization time resources than standard hybrid methods that employ fixed parameters, and that the technique is less sensitive to these parameter settings. We apply this framework to three different optimization problems, compare our results to the standard hybrid methods, and show quantitatively
that careful management of this trade-off is necessary to achieve the full potential of an EA/PLSA combination.

1 Introduction
For many optimization problems, efficient algorithms exist for refining arbitrary points in the search space
into better solutions. Such algorithms are called local search algorithms because they define neighborhoods, typically
based on initial “coarse” solutions, in which to search for optima. Many of these algorithms are parameterizable in
nature. Based on the values of one or more algorithm parameters, such a parameterized local search algorithm
(PLSA) can trade off time or space complexity for optimization accuracy.
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PLSAs and evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have complementary advantages. EAs are applicable to a wide
range of problems, they are robust, and are designed to sample a large search space without getting stuck at local
optima. Problem-specific PLSAs are often able to converge rapidly towards local minima. The term ‘local search’
generally applies to methods that cannot escape these minima. For these reasons, PLSAs can be incorporated into
EAs in order to increase the efficiency of the optimization.
Several techniques for incorporating local search have been reported. These include Genetic Local Search
[28], Genetic Hybrids [14], Random Multi-Start [21], GRASP [12], and others. These techniques are often demonstrated on well-known problem instances where either optimal or near-optimal solutions are known. The optimization
goal of these techniques is then to obtain a solution very close to the optimum with acceptable run-time. In this
regard, the incorporation of local search has been quite successful. For example, Vasquez and Whitley [36] demonstrated results within 0.75% of the best-known results for the Quadratic Assignment Problem using a hybrid
approach, with all run-times under five hours. In most of these hybrid techniques the local search is run with fixed
parameter values (i.e. at the highest accuracy setting). In this paper, we consider a different optimization goal, which
has not been addressed so far. Here we are interested in generating a solution of maximum quality within a specified
optimization time, where the optimization run-time is an important constraint that must be obeyed. Such a fixed optimization time budget is a realistic assumption in practical optimization scenarios. Many such scenarios arise in the
design of embedded systems. Later in the paper we give examples of problems for optimizing memory and power in
embedded systems. In a typical design process, the designer begins with only a rough idea of the system architecture,
and first needs to assess the effects of a large number of design choices—different component parts, memory sizes,
different software implementations, etc. Since the time to market is very critical in the embedded system business, the
design process is on a strict schedule. In the first phases of the design process, it is essential to get good estimates
quickly so that these initial choices can be made. Later, as the design process converges on a specific hardware/software solution, it is important to get more accurate solutions. In these cases, the designer really needs to have the runtime as an input to the optimization algorithm.
In order to accomplish this goal, we vary the parameters of the local search during the optimization process
in order to trade off accuracy for reduced complexity. Our optimization approach is general enough to hold for any
kind of global search algorithm; however, in this paper we test hybrid solutions that solely use an EA as the global
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search algorithm. Existing hybrid techniques fix the local search at a single point, typically at the highest accuracy. In
the following discussion and experiments, we refer to this method as a fixed parameter method. We will compare our
results against this method.
One of the central issues we examine is how the computation time for the PLSA should be allocated during
the course of the optimization. More time allotted to each PLSA invocation implies more thorough local optimization
at the expense of a smaller number of achievable function evaluations (e.g., smaller numbers of generations explored
with evolutionary methods), and vice-versa. Arbitrary management of this trade-off between accuracy and run-time
of the PLSA is not likely to generate optimal results. Furthermore, the proportion of time that should be allocated to
each call of the local search procedure is likely to be highly problem-specific and even instance-specific. Thus,
dynamic adaptive approaches may be more desirable than static approaches.
In this paper, we describe a technique called simulated heating [37], which systematically incorporates
parameterized local search into the framework of global search. The idea is to increase the time allotted to each PLSA
invocation during the optimization process — low accuracy of the PLSA at the beginning and high accuracy at the
end1. This is in contrast to most existing hybrid techniques, which consider a fixed local search function, usually
operating at the highest accuracy. Within the context of simulated heating optimization, we consider both static and
dynamic strategies for systematically increasing the PLSA accuracy and the corresponding optimization effort. Our
goals are to show that careful management of this trade-off is necessary to achieve the full potential of a EA/PLSA
combination, and to develop an efficient strategy for achieving this trade-off management. We show that, in the context of a fixed optimization time budget, the simulated heating technique performs better than using a fixed local
search.
In most heuristic optimization techniques, there are some parameters that must be set by the user. In many
cases, there are no clear guidelines on how to set these parameters. Moreover, the optimal parameters are often dependent on the exact problem specification. We show that the simulated heating technique, while still requiring parameters to be set by the user, is less sensitive to the parameter settings.
We demonstrate our techniques on the well-known binary knapsack problem, and on two optimization prob-

1. In contrast to [37], the time budget here refers to the overall GSA/PLSA hybrid, not only the time resources
needed by the PLSA.
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lems for embedded systems which have quite different structure.

2 Related Work
In the field of evolutionary computation, hybridization seems to be common for real-world applications [16]
and many evolutionary algorithm/local search method combinations can be found in the literature, e.g., [11, 18, 33,
27, 38]. Local search techniques can often be incorporated naturally into evolutionary algorithms (EAs) in order to
increase the effectiveness of optimization. This has the potential to exploit the complementary advantages of EAs
(generality, robustness, global search efficiency), and problem-specific PLSAs (exploiting application-specific problem structure, rapid convergence towards local minima).
As we will explain in more detail in section 5, a hybrid evolutionary algorithm/local search method was
applied to a memory optimization problem in embedded systems [38]. This method employed the standard, fixed
parameter approach. We will parameterize this local search and use it in simulated heating in this paper. Below we list
some other hybrid methods, and suggest how they could potentially be adapted to use our simulated heating technique.
One problem to which hybrid approaches have been successfully applied is the quadratic assignment problem (QAP), which is an important combinatorial optimization problem. Several groups have used hybrid genetic
algorithms that are effective in solving the QAP. The QAP concerns n facilities, which must be assigned to n locan

tions at minimum cost. The problem is to minimize the quantity C ( π ) =

n

∑ ∑ a ij b π ( i )π ( j ) , π ∈ Π ( n ) , where
i = 1j = 1

Π ( n ) is a set of all permutations of { 1, 2, …, n } , a ij are elements of a distance matrix, and b ij are elements of a
flow matrix representing the flow of materials from facility i to facility j .
Merz and Freisleben [28] presented a Genetic Local Search (GLS) technique, which applies a variant of the
2-opt heuristic as a local search technique. For the QAP, the 2-opt neighborhood is defined as the set of all solutions
that can be reached from the current solution by swapping two elements of the permutation π . The size of this neighborhood increases quadratically with n . The 2-opt local search employed by Merz takes the first swap that reduces
the total cost C ( π ) . This is done to increase efficiency.
Fleurent and Ferland [14] combined a genetic algorithm with a local Tabu Search (TS) method. In contrast to
the simpler local search of Merz, the idea of the TS is to consider all possible moves from the current solution to a
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neighboring solution. Their method is called Genetic Hybrids. They improved the best solutions known at the time
for most large scale QAP problems.
By comparison, simulated heating for QAP might be formulated as a combination of the above two methods.
One could consider the best of m moves found that reduce C ( π ) , where m is the PLSA parameter.
Vazquez and Whitley [36] also presented a technique, which combines a genetic algorithm with TS, where
the genetic algorithm is used to explore in parallel several regions of the search space and uses a fixed Tabu local
search to improve the search around some selected regions. They demonstrated near optimal performance, within
0.75% of the best known solutions. They did not investigate their technique in the context of a fixed optimization
time budget.
Random multi-start local search has been one of the most commonly used techniques for combinatorial optimization problems [21][32]. In this technique, a number of solutions are generated randomly at each step, local
search is repeated on these solutions, and the best solution found during the entire optimization is output. Several
improvements over random multi-start have been described. Greedy randomized adaptive search procedures
(GRASP) combine the power of greedy heuristics, randomization, and conventional local search procedures [12].
Each GRASP iteration consists of two phases—a construction phase and a local search phase. During the construction phase, each element is selected at random from a list of candidates determined by an adaptive greedy algorithm.
The size of this list is restricted by parameters α and β , where α is a value restriction and β is a cardinality restrictions. Feo et al. demonstrate the GRASP technique on a single machine scheduling problem [13], a set covering problem, and a maximum independent set problem [12]. They run the GRASP for several fixed values of α and β , and
show that the optimal parameter values are problem dependent. In simulated heating, α and β would be candidates
for parameter adaptation. In the second phase of GRASP, a local search is applied to the constructed solution to find a
local optimum. For the set covering problem, Feo et al. define a k, p exchange local search where all k-tuples in a
cover are exchanged with a p-tuple. Here, k was fixed during optimization. In a simulated heating optimization, k
might be used as the PLSA parameter, with smaller tuples being exchanged at the beginning of the optimization and
larger tuples examined at the end. A similar k-exchange local search procedure was used for the maximum independent set problem.
Kazarlis et al. [20] demonstrate a microgenetic algorithm (MGA) as a generalized hill-climbing operator.
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The MGA is a GA with a small population and a short evolution. The main GA performs global search while the
MGA explores a neighborhood of the current solution provided by the main GA, looking for better solutions. The
main advantage of the MGA is its ability to identify and follow narrow ridges of arbitrary direction leading to the global optimum. Applied to simulated heating, MGA could be used as the local search function with the population size
and number of generations used as PLSA parameters.
J. He and J. Xu [17] describe three hybrid genetic algorithms for solving linear and partial differential equations. The hybrid algorithms integrate the classical successive over relaxation (SOR) with evolutionary computation
techniques. The recombination operator in the hybrid algorithms mixes two parents, while the mutation operator is
equivalent to one iteration of the SOR method. A relaxation parameter ω for the SOR is adapted during the optimization. He and Xu observe that it is very difficult to estimate the optimal ω , and that the SOR is very sensitive to this
parameter. Their hybrid algorithm does not require the user to estimate the parameter; rather, it is evolved during the
optimization. Different relaxation factors are used for different individuals in a given population. The relaxation factors are adapted based on the fitness of the individuals. By contrast, in simulated heating all members of a given population are assigned the same local search parameter at a given point in the optimization.
When employing PLSAs in the context of many optimization scenarios, however, a critical issue is how to
use computational resources most efficiently under a given optimization time budget (e.g., a minute, an hour, a day,
etc.). Goldberg and Voessner [16] study this issue in the context of a fixed local search time. They idealize the hybrid
as consisting of steps performed by a global solver G , followed by steps by a local solver L , and a search space as
consisting of basins of attraction that lead to acceptable targets. Using this, they are able to decompose the problem of
hybrid search, and to characterize the optimum local search time that maximizes the probability of achieving a solution of a specified accuracy.
Here, we consider both fixed and variable local search time. The issue of how to best manage computational
resources under a fixed time budget translates into a problem of appropriately reconfiguring successive PLSA invocations to achieve appropriate accuracy/run-time trade-offs as optimization progresses.

3 Simulated Heating
From the discussion of prior work we see that one weakness of many existing approaches is their sensitivity
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to parameter settings. Also, excellent results have been achieved through hybrid global/local optimization techniques,
but they have not been examined carefully for a fixed optimization time budget. In the context of a limited time budget, we are especially interested in minimizing wasted time. One obvious place to focus is at the beginning of the
optimization, where many of the candidate solutions generated by the global search are of poor quality. Intuitively,
one would want to evaluate these initial solutions quickly and not spend too much time on the local search. Also, it is
desirable to reduce the number of trial runs required to find an optimal parameter setting. One way to do this is to
require only that a good range for the parameter be given. These considerations lead to the idea of simulated heating.

3.1 Basic Principles
A general single objective optimization problem can be described as an objective function f that maps a
tuple of m parameters (decision variables) to a single objective y . Formally, we wish to either minimize or maximize
y = f ( x ) subject to x = ( x 1, x 2, …, x m ) ∈ X where x is called the decision vector, X is the parameter space or
search space, and y is the objective. A solution candidate consists of a particular ( y 0, x 0 ) where y 0 = f ( x 0 ) .
We will approach the optimization problem by using an iterative search process. Given a set X , and a function F , which maps X onto itself, we define an iterative search process as a sequence of successive approximations
0

to F , starting with an x from X , with x

r+1

r

= F ( x ) for r = ( 0, 1, 2, … ) . One iteration is defined as a consecu-

tive determination of one candidate from another candidate set using some F . For an evolutionary algorithm, one
iteration consists of the determination of one generation from the previous generation, with F consisting of the selection, crossover, and mutation rules.
The basic idea behind simulated heating is to vary the local search parameter p during the optimization process. This is in contrast to the more commonly employed technique of choosing a single value for p (typically that
value producing highest accuracy of the local search L ( p ) ) and keeping it constant during the entire optimization.
Here, we start with a low value for p , which implies a low cost C ( p ) , and accuracy A ( p ) for the local search, and
increase p at certain points in time during the optimization, which increases C ( p ) and A ( p ) . This is depicted in Figure 1, where the dotted line corresponds to simulated heating, and the dashed line corresponds to the traditional
approach. The goal is to focus on the global search at the beginning and to find promising regions of the search space
first; for this phase, L ( p ) runs with low accuracy, which in turn allows a greater number of optimization steps of the
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Figure 1. Simulated heating vs. traditional approach to utilizing local search.

global search G . Afterwards, more time is spent by L ( p ) in order to improve the solutions found or to assess them
more accurately. As a consequence, fewer global search operations are possible during this phase of optimization.
Since A ( p ) is systematically increased during the process, we use the term simulated heating for this approach by
analogy to simulated annealing where the ‘temperature’ is continuously decreased according to a given cooling
scheme.

3.2 Optimization Scenario
We assume that we have a global search algorithm (GSA)2 G operating on a set of solution candidates and a
PLSA L ( p ) , where p is the parameter of the local search procedure3. Let
• C fix define the maximum (worst-case) time needed by G to generate a new solution that is inserted in the
next solution candidate set,
• C ( p ) denote the complexity (worst-case run-time) of L for the parameter choice p ,
• A ( p ) be the accuracy (effectiveness) of L with regard to p , and
• R denote the set of permissible values for parameter p . Typically, R may be described by an interval
[ p min …p max ] ∩ ℜ where ℜ denotes the set of reals and C ( p min ) ≤ C ( p max ) .
Furthermore, suppose that for any pair ( p 1, p 2 ) of parameter values we have that
( p 1 ≤ p 2 ) ⇒ ( C ( p 1 ) ≤ C ( p 2 ) ) and ( A ( p 1 ) ≤ A ( p 2 ) ) .

2. In this paper, we focus on an evolutionary algorithm as the global search algorithm, although the approach
is general enough to hold for any global search algorithm.
3. For simplicity it is assumed here that p is a scalar rather than a vector of parameters.
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(1)

That is, increasing parameter values in general result in increased consumption of compile-time, as well as increased
optimization effectiveness.
Generally, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to analytically determine the functions C ( p ) and A ( p ) , but
these functions are useful conceptual tools in discussing the problem of designing cooperating GSA/PLSA combinations. The techniques that we explore in this paper do not require these functions to be known. The only requirement
we make is that the monotonicity property (1) be obeyed at least in an approximate sense (fluctuations about relatively small variations in parameter values are admissible, but significant increases in the PLSA parameter value
should correspond to increasing cost and accuracy). Consequently, a tunable trade-off emerges: when A ( p ) is low,
refinement is generally low as well, but not much time is consumed ( C ( p ) is also low). Conversely, higher A ( p )
requires higher computational cost C ( p ) . We define simulated heating as follows:
Definition 1:

[Heating scheme]
A heating scheme H is a triple H = ( H R, H it, H set ) where:

• H R is a vector of PLSA parameter values with H R = ( p 1, …, p n ) , p i ∈ [ p min, …, p max ] , and
p1 ≤ p2 ≤ … ≤ pn ,
• H it is a boolean function, which yields true if the number of iterations performed for parameter p i does
not exceed the maximum number of iterations allowed for p i ; and
• H set is a boolean function, which yields true if the size of the solution candidate set does not exceed the
maximum size for p i and iteration t of the overall GSA/PLSA hybrid.
The meanings of the functions H it and H set will become clear in the G/L hybrid algorithm of Figure 2, which is
taken as the basis for the optimization scenario considered in this paper.
The GSA considered here is an evolutionary algorithm (EA) that is
1. Generational, i.e., at each evolution step an entirely new population is created. This is in contrast to a
non-generational or steady-state EA that only considers a single solution candidate per evolution step;
2. Baldwinian, i.e., the solutions improved by the PLSA are not re-inserted in the population. This is in
contrast to a Lamarckian EA, in which solutions would be updated after PLSA refinement.

4 Simulated Heating Schemes
We are interested in exploring optimization techniques in which the overall optimization time is fixed and
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Global/Local Hybrid()
Input:
H = ( ( p 1, …, p n ), H it, H set ) (heating scheme)
(maximum time budget)
T max
Output:
s
(best solution found)
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:

Initialization: Set T = 0 (time used), t = 0 (iterations performed), and i = 1 (current
PLSA parameter index).
Heating: Set p = p i .
Next iteration: Create an empty multi-set of solution candidates S t = ∅ .
Global search: If t = 0 , create a solution candidate s at random. Otherwise, generate a
new solution candidate using G based on the previous solution candidate set S t-1 and the
associated quality function F t-1 .

Step 5:

Local search: Apply L with parameter p to s and assign it a quality (fitness) F t ( s ) .

Step 6:

Termination for candidate set: Set S t = S t + { s } and T = T + C fix + C ( p ) . If the conditions H set is fulfilled and T ≤ T max then go to Step 4.

Step 7:
Step 8:

Termination for iteration: Set t = t + 1 . If the condition H it is fulfilled and T ≤ T max then
go to Step 3.
Termination for algorithm: If i < n increment i . If T ≤ T max then go to Step 2.

Step 9:

Output: Apply L with parameter p max to the best solution in

∪ S t regarding the corre-

1≤i≤t

sponding quality functions F i ; the resulting solution s is the outcome of the algorithm.

Figure 2. Global/Local Search Hybrid.

specified in advance (fixed time budget). During the optimization and within this time budget, we allow a heating
scheme to adjust three optimization parameters per PLSA parameter value:
1. the number of GSA iterations t p ,
2. the size of the solution candidate set N i , and
3. the maximum optimization time using this parameter value T i .

We distinguish between static and dynamic heating based how many of the parameters are fixed and how
many are allowed to vary during the optimization. This is illustrated in Figure 3. In our experiments, we keep the size
of the solution candidate set (GA population) fixed, and thus only consider the FIS, FTS, and VIT strategies. For the
sake of completeness, however, we outline all these strategies below.
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iterations
fixed

FIT

time
fixed

p
fixed

FIS

iterations
variable

VIT

time
variable

?

FTS

VIS

VTS

size of solution
candidate set
variable

size of solution
candidate set
fixed
i

ii

Figure 3. Illustration of the different types of i) static heating and ii) dynamic heating. For static heating, at least two of the three attributes are fixed. (FIS refers to fixed iterations and population size per parameter; FTS refers to fixed time and population size per parameter;
FIT refers to fixed iterations and fixed time per parameter.) For dynamic heating, at least
two attributes are variable. (VIT refers to variable iterations and time per parameter; VIS
refers to variable iterations and population size; VTS refers to variable time and population size.) In our experiments, we will only consider the FIS, FTS, and VIT strategies.

4.1 Static Heating
Static heating means that at least two of the above three parameters are fixed and identical for all PLSA
parameter values considered during the optimization process. As a consequence, the third parameter is either given as
well or can be calculated before run-time for each PLSA parameter value separately. As illustrated in Figure 3 on the
left, there are four possible static heating schemes.

4.1.1 PLSA Parameter Fixed — Standard Hybrid Approach
Fixing all three parameters is identical to keeping p constant. Thus, only a single PLSA parameter value is
used during the optimization process. This scheme represents the common way to incorporate PLSAs into GSAs and
is taken as the reference for the other schemes as actually no heating is performed.

4.1.2 Number of Iterations and Size of Solution Candidate Set Fixed Per PLSA Parameter (FIS)
In this strategy (FIS), the parameter p i is constant for exactly t i = t p iterations. The question is, therefore,
how many iterations t p may be performed per parameter within the time budget T max . Having the constraint
T max ≥ t p N ( C fix + C ( p 1 ) ) + t p N ( C fix + C ( p 2 ) ) + … + t p N ( C fix + C ( p n ) )
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we obtain t p with
T max
------------------------------------------------

tp =

n

N

(2)

∑ ( C fix + C ( p i ) )
i=1

as the number of iterations assigned to each p i .

4.1.3 Amount of Time and Size of Solution Candidate Set Fixed Per PLSA Parameter (FTS)
For the FTS strategy, the points in time where p is increased are equi-distant and may be simply computed
as follows. Obviously the time budget, when equally split between n parameters, becomes T p = T max ⁄ n per parameter. Hence, the number of iterations t i that may be performed using parameter p i , i = 1, …, n is restricted by
t i N ( C fix + C ( p i ) ) ≤ T p, ∀i = 1, …, n
Thus, we obtain
ti =

T max
----------------------------------------nN ( C fix + C ( p i ) )

(3)

as the maximum number of iterations that may be computed using parameter p i in order to stay within the given time
budget.

4.1.4 Number of Iterations and Amount of Time Fixed Per PLSA Parameter (FIT)
With the FIT scheme the size of the solution candidate set is different for each PLSA parameter considered.
The time per iteration for parameter p i is given by T i = T max ⁄ t max and is the same for all p i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n . This
relation together with the constraint
T i ≥ N i ( C fix + C ( p i ) )
yields
Ni =

T max
-------------------------------------------t max ( C fix + C ( p i ) )

(4)

as the maximum size of the solution candidate set for p i .
4.2 Dynamic Heating
In contrast to static heating, dynamic heating refers to the case in which at least two of the three optimization
parameters are not fixed and may vary for different PLSA parameters. The four potential types of dynamic heating
are shown in Figure 3. However, the scenario where all three optimization parameters are variable and may be different for each PLSA parameter is more hypothetical than realistic. This approach is not investigated in this paper and
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only listed for reasons of completeness. Hence, we consider three dynamic heating schemes where only one parameter is fixed. One of the variable parameters is determined dynamically during run-time according to a predefined criterion. Here, the criterion is whether an improvement with regard to the solutions generated can be observed during a
certain time interval (measured in seconds, number of solutions generated, or number of iterations performed). The
time constraint is defined in terms of the remaining variable parameter.

4.2.1 Number of Iterations and Size of Solution Candidate Set Variable Per PLSA Parameter (VIS)
With the VIS strategy, the time T i = T max ⁄ n per PLSA parameter value is fixed (and identical for all p i ).
If the time constraint is defined on the basis of the number of solutions generated, the hybrid works as follows: As
long as the time T i is not exceeded, new solutions are generated using p i and copied to the next solution candidate
set—otherwise, the next GSA iteration with p i+1 is performed. If, however, the time elapsed for the current iteration
is less than T i and none of the recently generated N stag solutions achieves an improvement in fitness, the next iteration with p i is started.
It is not practical to consider a certain number of iterations as the time constraint—since the time per iteration is not known, there is no condition that determines when the filling of the next solution candidate set can be
stopped.

4.2.2 Amount of Time and Size of Solution Candidate Set Variable Per PLSA Parameter (VTS)
There are two heating schemes possible when the number of iterations t i per PLSA parameter is a constant
value t i = t max ⁄ n . One scheme we call VTS-S, in which the next solution candidate set is filled with new solution
candidates until, for N stag solutions, no improvement in fitness is observed. In this case the same procedure is applied
to the next iteration using the same parameter p i . If t i iterations have been performed for p i , the next PLSA parameter p i+1 is taken.
In the other heating scheme, which we call VTS-T, the filling of the next solution candidate set is stopped if,
for T stag seconds, the quality of the best solution in the solution candidate set has stagnated (i.e. has not improved).

4.2.3 Number of Iterations and Amount of Time Variable Per PLSA Parameter (VIT)
Here again there are two possible variations. The first, called VIT-I, considers the number of iterations as the
time constraint. The next PLSA parameter value is taken when for a number t stag of iterations the quality of the best
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solution in the solution candidate set has not improved. As a consequence, for each parameter a different amount of
time may be considered until the stagnation condition is fulfilled.
The alternative VIT-T is to define the time constraint in seconds. In this case, the next PLSA parameter
value is taken when, for T stag seconds, no improvement in fitness was achieved. As a consequence, for each parameter a different number of iterations may be considered until the stagnation condition is fulfilled.

4.3 Simulated Heating Applied to Binary Knapsack Problem
In order to further illuminate simulated heating, we begin by demonstrating the technique on a widely
known problem, namely the binary (0-1) knapsack problem (KP). This problem has been studied extensively, and
good exact solutions methods for it have been developed (e.g. see [31]). The exact solutions are based on either
branch-and-bound or dynamic programming techniques. In this problem, we are given a set of n items, each with
profit ∆ j and weight w j , which must be packed in a knapsack with weight capacity c . The problem consists of
selecting a subset of the n items whose total weight does not exceed c and whose total profit is a maximum. This can
be expressed formally as:
n

maximize z =

∑ ∆j xj

(5)

j=1
n

subject to

∑ wj xj ≤ c

(6)

j=1

x j ∈ { 0, 1 }, j ∈ { 1, …, n }

(7)

where x j = 1 if item j is selected, and x j = 0 otherwise.
Balas and Zemel [1] first introduced the “core problem” as an efficient way of solving KP, and most of the
exact algorithms have been based on this idea. Pisinger [30] has modeled the hardness of the core problem and noted
that it is important to test at a variety of weight capacities. He proposed a series of randomly generated test instances
for KP. In our experiments we generate test instances using the test generator function described in appendix B of
[30]. We compare our results to the exact solution described in [31], for which the c-code can be found at [40].

4.3.1 Implementation
To solve the KP we use a GSA/PLSA hybrid as discussed in section 3 where an evolutionary algorithm is the
global search algorithm (GSA) and a simple pairwise exchange is the parameterized local search algorithm (PLSA).
The evolutionary algorithm and local search are explained below.
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GSA: Evolutionary Algorithm
Each candidate solution s is encoded as a binary vector x , where x j are the binary decision variables from
n

equation (7) above. The weight of a given solution candidate s is w s =
n

∆s =

n

∑ x j w j , and the profit of s is
j=1

∑ x j ∆ j . The sum of the profits of all items is defined as ∆ t = ∑ ∆ j . We define a fitness function for s
j=1

j=1

which we would like to minimize:
 ∆t – ∆s
F(s) = 
 ∆t + ws

if w s ≤ c
if w s > c

.

(8)

Thus we penalize solution candidates whose weight exceeds the capacity, and seek to maximize the profit. The ∆ t
term was added so that F ( s ) is never negative. For the KP experiments we used a standard simple genetic algorithm
described in [15] with one point crossover, crossover probability 0.9 , non-overlapping populations of size
popsize = 100 , and elitism.
Parameterized Local Search for Knapsack Problem
At the beginning of the optimization algorithm, the items are sorted by increasing profit , so that ∆ i ≤ ∆ j for
all i < j . Given an input solution candidate s , the local search first computes its weight w s . If w s > c , items are
removed ( x i set to zero) starting at i = 0 until w s ≤ c . For local search parameter p = 1 , this is the only operation
performed. For p > 1 , pair swap operations are also performed as explained in Figure 4, where we attempt to replace
an item from the solution candidate with a more profitable item not included in the solution candidate. The number of
such pair swap operations is p . Thus the local search algorithm requires more computation time and searches the
local area more thoroughly for higher p . These are the monotonicity requirements expressed in Equation 1. We
define parameter p = 0 as no local search—i.e. the optimization is an evolutionary algorithm only, and no local
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Pair Swap Local Search() {
Input: solution candidate s in of size n , fitness function F
Output: new solution candidate s out
i = n–1
s out = s in
bestScore = F ( s in )
count = 0
while ( ( i > 0 ) and ( count < pn ) ) {
j = 0
while ( ( j < i ) and ( count < pn ) ) {
if ( s out [ i ] ≠ s out [ j ] ) {
temp = s out [ i ]
s out [ i ] = s out [ j ]
s out [ j ] = temp
score = F ( s out )
if ( score < bestScore ) {
bestScore = score
}
else {
temp = s out [ i ]
s out [ i ] = s out [ j ]
s out [ j ] = temp
}
count = count + 1
}
j = j+1
}
i = i–1
}
}
Figure 4. Pseudo-code for pair swap local search for binary knapsack problem.

search is performed.

4.3.2 Influence of p on the PLSA run-time and accuracy
To test the binary knapsack problem, we generated 1000 pseudo-random test instances for each technique
as suggested in [30]. The weights and profits in these instances were strongly correlated. The weight capacity c i of
the ith instance is given by c i =

( iW ) ⁄ 1001

where W is the sum of the weights of all items. For each test

instance we compared the hybrid solution with an exact solution the problem using the method given in [31]. We
defined an error sum over all the problem instances as a figure of merit for the hybrid solution technique:
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1000

ε =

∑ ( αi – β i )

(9)

i=1

where α i is the profit given by the exact solution and β i is the profit given by the hybrid solution.
Figure 5(a) shows how the run-time of the pair swap PLSA increases with p . Figure 5(b) depicts the sum of
errors (Equation 9) for the binary knapsack problem for different values of p with the number of generations fixed at
10. We can see that higher values of p produce smaller error, at the expense of increased run time. Thus the pair swap
PLSA satisfies the monotonicity requirement from Equation 1.
binary knapsack run times for fixed p

4

3

100

Binary Knapsack fixed parameter 10 generations (variable runtime)

x 10

fixed p
27010
2.5

s u m o f e rro rs o v e r 1 0 0 0 in s ta n c e s
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19532
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p=1
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2445

p=2

p=5
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Figure 5. (a) Local search run times vs. p for
binary knapsack.

Figure 5. (b) Standard hybrid approach for binary
knapsack (fixed p, no heating) using a
fixed number of generations and not
fixing overall hybrid run time. Cumulative error shown for hybrids utilizing different p. Higher p is more accurate but
requires longer run times.

4.3.3 Standard Hybrid Approach (Fixed PLSA Parameter)
The standard approach to hybrid global/local searches is to run the local search at a fixed parameter. This is
shown in Figure 6 below for different values of p and for two different run times. The y-axis in the figure corresponds to the sum of errors over all test cases (equation 9). We see that, for a fixed optimization run-time, the optimal
value of local search parameter p using the standard hybrid approach can depend on the run-time and data input—for
a run time of 2 seconds, the best value of p is 2, while for a run time of 5 seconds, the best value of p is 5. We note
here and with the other applications studied that this value of p cannot be predicted in advance.

4.3.4 Static Heating Schemes
The static heating schemes FIS and FTS were performed for the binary knapsack problem. Results are
shown in Figure 7 for run times of 1 and 5 seconds, and compared with the standard hybrid approach for different valpage 17 of 42
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Figure 7. (b)Static heating ( 2 bars on right) applied to
binary knapsack compared to the standard hybrid approach (4 bars on left). Y axis
is sum of errors over all 1000 problem
instances. The 4 bars on left correspond to
the standard hybrid approach. Run time is 5
seconds.

ues of p . It can be seen that the static heating scheme outperformed the standard hybrid approach, and that this
improvement is greater for the shorter run times.

4.3.5 Dynamic Heating Schemes
The dynamic heating schemes VIT.I and VIT.T were performed for the binary knapsack application. Recall
that VIT stands for variable iterations and time per parameter; during the optimization the next PLSA parameter is
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taken when, for a given number of iterations (VIT.I) or a given time (VIT.T), the quality of the solution candidate has
not improved. Figure 8 shows results for these dynamic schemes. Results for static heating schemes.are shown on the
4

3
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static heating
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Figure 8. Dynamic heating for binary knapsack (two bars on right) compared to static heating (two bars on
left). VIT refers to variable iterations and time per parameter, with the next parameter taken if, for a given
number of iterations (VIT.I) or a given time (VIT.T), the solution has not improved. Run time is 1 second
(a) or 5 seconds (b). Y axis is cumulative error over all problem intances (note the different y scales for
the two plots.

right of the figure for comparison. We observe that the dynamic heating schemes outperform the static heating
schemes significantly, and that the amount of improvement is greater for shorter run times.

5 Embedded Systems Applications
Next we will demonstrate our simulated heating technique on two problems in the design of embedded systems. For many problems in system design, the user wishes to first quickly evaluate many trade-offs in the system,
often in an interactive environment, and then to refine a few of the best design points as thoroughly as possible.
Often, an exact system simulation may take days or weeks. In this context, it is quite useful to have optimization techniques where the run-time can be controlled, and which will generate a solution of maximum quality in the allotted
time.
Hybrid global/local search techniques are most effective in problems with complicated search spaces, and
problems for which local search techniques have been developed that make maximum use of problem-specific infor-
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mation. We investigate the effectiveness of the simulated heating approach on two such applications in electronic
design, namely software optimization in embedded systems and voltage scaling for multiprocessors. These problems
are very different in structure, but both have vast and complicated solution spaces. The parameterized local search
algorithms (PLSAs) for these applications exhibit a wide range of accuracy/complexity trade-offs. We will give a
brief overview of each application so that the reader can get a flavor of these trade-offs. More details about the implementation for these two problems are given in the Appendix.

5.1 Memory Cost Minimization Application
5.1.1 Background
Digital signal processing (DSP) applications can be specified as a dataflow graph [5]. In dataflow, a computational specification is represented as a directed graph in which vertices (actors) specify computational functions of
arbitrary complexity, and edges specify FIFO communication between functions.
A schedule for a dataflow graph is simply a specification of the order in which the functions should execute.
A given DSP application can be accomplished with a variety of different schedules—we would like to find a schedule
which minimzes the memory requirement. A periodic schedule for a dataflow graph is a schedule that invokes each
actor at least once and produces no net change in the number of data items queued on each edge. A software synthesis
tool generates application programs from a given schedule by piecing together (inlining) code modules from a predefined library of software building blocks associated with each actor. The sequence of code modules and subroutine
calls that is generated from a dataflow graph is processed by a buffer management phase that inserts the necessary target program statements to route data appropriately between actors.
The scheduling phase has a large impact on the memory requirement of the final implementations, and it is
this memory requirement we wish to minimize in our optimization. The key components of this memory requirement
are the code size cost (the sum of the code sizes of all inlined modules, and of all inter-actor looping construct), and
the buffering cost (the amount of memory allocated to accommodate inter-actor data transfers). Even for a simple
dataflow graph, the underlying range of trade-offs may be very complex. We denote a schedule loop with the notation
( nT 1 T 2 …T m ) , which specifies the successive repetition n times of a subschedule T 1 T 2 …T m , where the T i are
actors. A schedule that contains zero or more schedule loops is called a looped schedule, and a schedule that contains
exactly zero schedule loops is called a flat schedule (thus, a flat schedule is a looped schedule, but not vice-versa).
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Consider two schedules S 1 = ( 8YZ )X ( 2YZ ) and S 2 = X ( 10YZ ) which repeat the actors X , Y , and Z the
same number of times (1, 10, 10, respectively). The code size costs for schedules S 1 and S 2 can be expressed,
respectively, as κ ( X ) + κ ( Y ) + κ ( Z ) + L c , where L c denotes the processor-dependent, code size overhead of a software looping construct, and κ ( A ) denotes the program memory cost of the library code module for an actor A . The
code size of schedule S 1 is larger because it contains more “actor appearances” than schedule S 2 (e.g., an actor Y
appears twice in S 1 vs. only once in S 2 ), and S 1 also contains more schedule loops (2 vs. 1). The buffering cost of a
schedule is computed as the sum over all edges e of the maximum number of buffered (produced, but not yet consumed) tokens that coexist on e throughout execution of the schedule. Thus, the buffering costs of S 1 and S 2 are 11
and 19, respectively. The memory cost of a schedule is the sum of its code size and buffering costs. Thus, depending
on the relative magnitudes of κ ( X ) , κ ( Y ) , κ ( Z ) , and L c , either S 1 or S 2 may have lower memory cost.

5.1.2 MCMP Problem Statement
The memory cost minimization problem (MCMP) is the problem of computing a looped schedule that minimizes the memory cost for a given dataflow graph, and a given set of actor and loop code sizes. It has been shown
that this problem is NP-complete [5]. We have previously described a tractable algorithm called CDPPO (code size
dynamic programming post optimization) [4,38,39] which can be used as a local search for MCMP. As explained in
the Appendix, the CDPPO algorithm can be formulated naturally as a PLSA with a single parameter such that accuracy and run-time both increase monotonically with the parameter value. In our previous work combining CDPPO
with an evolutionary algorithm we uniformly applied the “full-strength” (maximum accuracy/maximum run-time)
form of CDPPO, and as conventionally done with local search techniques, did not explore application of its PLSA
form. Our objective with CDPPO in this work is very different: we seek to understand the effectiveness of its PLSA
formulation, and the manner in which the associated monotonic accuracy/run-time trade-off should be managed during optimization.

5.2 Multiprocessor Voltage Scaling Application
5.2.1 Background
Dynamic voltage scaling [26] in microprocessors is an important advancing technology. It allows the average power consumption in a device to be reduced by slowing down (by lowering the voltage) some tasks in the appli-
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cation. The application is again specified as a dataflow graph. We are given a schedule (ordering of tasks on the
processors) and a constraint on the throughput of the system. We wish to find a set of voltages for all the tasks that
minimize the average power of the system while satisfying the throughput constraint. The only way to compute the
throughput exactly in these systems is via a full system simulation. However, simulation is computationally intensive
and we would like to mimimze the number of simulations required during synthesis. We have previously demonstrated that a data structure, called the period graph, can be used as an efficient estimator for the system throughput
[2] and thus reduce the number of simulations required.

5.2.2 Using the Period Graph for Local Search
As explained in [2], we can estimate the throughput of the system as voltage levels are changed by calculating the maximum cycle mean4 (MCM) [23] of the period graph. In order to construct the period graph, we must perform one full system simulation at an initial point—after the period graph is constructed we may use the MCM
estimate without re-simulating the system. It is shown in [2] that the MCM of the period graph is an accurate estimate
for the throughput if the task execution times are varied around a limited region (local search), and that the quality of
the estimate increases as the size of this region decreases. A variety of efficient, low polynomial-time algorithms have
been developed for computing the maximum cycle mean (e.g., see [10]).
We can use the size of the local search neighborhood as the parameter p in a parameterized local search
algorithm (PLSA). We call this parameter the resimulation threshold ( r ) , and define it as the vector distance between
a candidate point (vector of voltages) and the voltage vector V from which the period graph was constructed. To
search around a given point V in the design space, we must simulate once and build the period graph. Then, as long
as the local search points are within a distance r from V , we can use the (efficient) period graph estimate. For points
outside r , we must resimulate and rebuild the period graph. Consequently, there is a trade-off between speed and
accuracy for r —as r decreases, the period graph estimate is more accurate, but the local search is slower since simulation is performed more often.

5.2.3 Voltage Scaling Problem Statement
We assume that a schedule has been computed beforehand so that the ordering of the tasks on the processors
4. Here the maximum cycle mean is the maximum, over all directed cycles of the period graph, of the sum of
the task execution times on a cycle divided by the sum of the edge delays (initial tokens) on a cycle.
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is known. The optimization problem we address consists of finding the voltage vector V = ( v 1, v 2, …, v n ) for the n
tasks in the application graph, such that the energy per computation period (average power) is minimized and the
throughput satisfies some pre-specified constraint (e.g., as determined by the sample period in a DSP application).
For each task, as its voltage is decreased, its energy is decreased and its execution time is increased, as described in
[2]. The computation period is determined from the period graph. A simple example is shown in Figure 9. Here we
can see that by decrasing the voltage on task B , the average power is reduced. There is a potentially vast search space
for many practical applications. For example, if we consider discrete voltage steps of 0.1 volts over a range of 5
volts, there are n 50 possible voltage vectors V from which to search. The number of tasks n in an application may
be in the hundreds.

5.3 Experiments
In this section we present experiments designed to examine several aspects of simulated heating for the two
embedded systems applications. We would like to know how simulated heating compares to the standard hybrid technique of using a fixed parameter (fixed p ). We summarize the fixed p results for all problems for different values of
p . We examine how the optimal value of p for the standard hybrid method depends on the application.
Next we compare both the static and dynamic heating schemes to the standard approach, and to each other.
For the static heating experiments, we utilize the FIS and FTS strategies. Recall that FIS refers to fixed number of
A(t=1)
(e=4)

A(t=1)
(e=4)

B(t=1)
(e=4)

B(t=2)
(e=2)

D(t=2)
(e=4)

D(t=2)
(e=4)

C(t=1)
(e=4)

C(t=1)
(e=4)
Figure 9. (a) Period Graph before voltage scaling.
The numbers represent execution times
(t) and energies (e) of the tasks. The execution period is determined by the longest
cycle, A-D-C, whose sum of execution
times is 4 units. The energy of each task is
4 units. The average power is 4 units (16
total energy divided by period of 4).

Figure 9. (b) After voltage scaling. The voltage on task B
has been reduced, increasing its execution time
from 1 unit to 2 units and decreasing its energy
consumption from 4 units to 2 units. The overall
execution period is still 4 units since both cycles
A-D-C and A-B-C now have execution time of 4.
The average power is 3.5 units (14 total energy
divided by 4 period of 4).
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Run Times for Voltage Scaling on fft3
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Local search run times vs.
p for memory cost minimization (MCMP) application.

Figure 10. (b) Local search run
times vs. p for voltage
scaling application.
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Figure 10. (c) Standard hybrid
approach (fixed p, no
heating), MCMP application, using a fixed run
time. Number of generations completed is shown
for hybrids utilizing different
values of p. Fewer generations are completed for
higher p.

iterations and population size per parameter, and FTS refers to fixed time and population size per parameter. For the
dynamic heating experiments, we utilize the two variants of the VIT strategy (variable iterations and time per
parameter). We also examine the role of parameter range and population size on the optimization results.

5.4 Results
5.4.1 Influence of p on the PLSA run-time and accuracy
Recall that there is a tradeoff between accuracy and run-time for the PLSA. Lower values of local search
parameter p mean the local search executes faster, but is not as accurate. Figures 10(a)-(b) show how the run-time of
the parameterized local search (PLSA) varies for the two applications. It can be seen that the monotonicity property,
Equation 1, is satisfied for the PLSAs.

5.4.2 Standard Hybrid Approach (Fixed PLSA Parameter)
The standard approach to hybrid global/local searches is to run the local search at a fixed parameter. We
present results for this method below. It is important to note that, for a fixed optimization run-time, the optimal value
of local search parameter p can depend on the run-time and data input and cannot be predicted in advance.
Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show results for the MCMP optimization using fixed values of p (standard
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Figure 11. (a)Standard hybrid approach MCMP application using fixed PLSA parameter p , Hybrid
was run for 5 hours at each value of p. Population size in GA was N=100. Median, lower
quartile, and upper quartile of 11 different
runs shown in the three curves for each p
(Lower memory cost is better).
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Figure 11. (b) Same as (a) but population size
increased to N=200.

approach—no heating), for 11 different initial populations, for population sizes N = 100, 200 . The y-axis on these
graphs corresponds to the memory cost of the optimized schedule (section 5.1.1) so that lower values are better. The
x-axis corresponds to the fixed p value. For each value of p , the hybrid search was run for a time budget of 5 hours
with a fixed value of p . The same set of initial populations was used. From these graphs, it can be seen that the local
search performs best for values of p around 39. Figure 10(c) shows the number of iterations (generations in the GSA)
performed for each value of p . As p increases, fewer generations can be completed in the fixed optimization run
time.
Figures 12(a) and 12(b) show results for the voltage scaling on 6 different input dataflow graphs, for fixed
values of p (no heating), for 11 different initial populations, using both hill climb and Monte Carlo local search methods. For each value of p , the hybrid search was run for a time budget of 20 minutes with a fixed value of p . The yaxis on the graph corresponds to the ratio of the optimized average power to the initial power, so that lower values are
better. For each p , the same set of initial populations was used. From these graphs, it can be seen that the best value
of p may also depend on the specific problem instance.
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Figure 12. (b) Same
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5.4.3 Static Heating Schemes
For the MCMP application, the run-time limit for the hybrid was set to T max = 5hours . Two sets of PLSA
1

2

parameters were used, R = [ 1, 153, 305, 457, 612 ] and R = [ 1, 39, 77, 116, 153 ] . The value p = 612 corresponds to the total number of actor invocations in schedule for the MCMP application and is thus the maximum
2

(highest accuracy) possible. The parameter set R was chosen so that it is centered around the best fixed p values.
Figure 13 summarizes the results for the MCMP application with GSA population size N = 100 . In Figure 13,
eleven runs were performed for each heating scheme and for each parameter set. The box plot5 Figure 13(a) corre1

2

1

2

sponds to FIS with parameter set R . Figure 13(b) corresponds to FIS with parameter set R . Figure 13(c) corresponds to FTS with parameter set R . Figure 13(d) corresponds to FTS with parameter set R . The solid curves in
the figure are the results for fixed p .
For the voltage scaling application, T max = 20minutes . For FIS and FTS, the parameter sets used were

5. The ‘box’ in the box plot stretches from the 25th percentile (‘lower hinge’) to the 75th percentile (‘upper
hinge’). The median is shown as a line across the box. The ‘whisker’ lines are drawn at the 10th and 90th
percentiles. Outliers are shown with a ‘+’ character.
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MCMP / N = 100: Fixed p (curve) - FIS(left boxplots) - FTS(right boxplots)
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Figure 13. Static heating for MCMP with the local
search parameter p varied in two different ranges—the first range covers all possible values (1-612), while
1
the second range (1-153) is concentrated around the best fixed p value. ( a ) {FIS, R } ,
2
1
2
( b ) { FIS, R } , ( c ) { FTS, R } , ( d ) { FTS, R } . The solid curve depicts the standard hybrid approach
for different values of p. Lower values of cost are better. The box plots display the static heating results.
The solid line across the box represents the median over all calculations. The lowest cost is obtained for
the standard hybrid approach with p=39. The best static heating scheme is (d), corresponding to FTS
operating in the restricted parameter range which includes p=39. We note that this value of p could not be
determined in advance, and could only be found by running the standard hybrid solution for all values of p.
3

4

3

R = [ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ] and R = [ 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3, 3.25 ] . The parameter set R was chosen by examining the fidelity of the period graph estimator. Recall that the PLSA parameter p is related to the resimulation threshold. It is
observed that for p < 1 the fidelity of the estimator is poor. For p greater than 5, with the voltage increments used,
the resimulation threshold is so small that simulation is done almost every time. This corresponds to the highest accu4

racy setting. The parameter set R was chosen to center around the best fixed p values. Results for FIS and FTS on
the fft2 application using the Monte Carlo local search are shown in Figure 14. Table 1 summarizes the iterations performed for each parameter for both FIS and FTS with both parameter ranges.

heating scheme
type
range

iterations per parameter p
77
115
153

1

39

305

457

612

FIS

[1,612]

4

x

x

x

4

4

4

4

FIS

[1,153]

33

33

33

33

33

x

x

x

FTS

[1,612]

176

x

x

x

14

4

2

2

FTS

[1,153]

175

94

42

23

14

x

x

x

Table 1. Iterations performed per parameter value for four different heating schemes for MCMP. The numbers
correspond to a single optimization run; for the other ten runs they look slightly different.
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Figure 14. Static heating for voltage scaling with different parameter ranges— ( a ) {FIS, R } , ( b ) { FIS, R } ,
3
4
( c ) { FTS, R } , ( d ) { FTS, R } (shown in the four box plots) compared with the standard hybrid
method results (fixed values of p shown in the solid line). Here the static heating schemes all perform
better than the standard hybrid approach. The first parameter range includes all values of p, while the
second range is centered around the best fixed p value. This is shown in more detail on the right.

5.4.4 Dynamic Heating Schemes
The dynamic heating schemes VIT.I and VIT.T were performed for both the MCMP and the voltage scaling
applications. Recall that VIT stands for variable iterations and time per parameter; during the optimization the next
PLSA parameter is taken when, for a given number of iterations (VIT.I) or a given time (VIT.T), the quality of the
solution candidate has not improved.
For the MCMP application, the run-time limit for the hybrid was set to T max = 5hours and the same two
sets of PLSA parameters were used as for the static heating case. Eleven runs were performed for all cases. Results
for dynamic heating on the MCMP application are shown in Figure 15. For the voltage scaling application,
T max = 20minutes . Results for voltage scaling with VIT.I and VIT.T using the Monte Carlo local search are shown
in Figure 16. For the dynamic heating schemes, the search algorithm operates with a given PLSA parameter until the
quality of the best solution has not improved for either t stag iterations (VIT.I) or T stag seconds (VIT.T). It is therefore
interesting to observe the amount of time spent on each parameter during the optimization. This is illustrated in Figure 17.
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MCMP / N = 100 : Fixed p(curves) : VIT-I(left boxplots) : VIT-T (right boxplots)
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Figure 15. Dynamic heating for MCMP with different parameter ranges—the four box plots depict the two vari1
2
1
2
ants over the two ranges— ( a ) { VIT.I, R } , ( b ) { VIT.I, R } , ( c ) { VIT.T, R } , ( d ) { VIT.T, R } .
The solid line represents the standard hybrid technique with p fixed at different values from 1 to 612.
The solid lines across the boxes represents the median over all calculations. The lowest cost is
obtained for the standard hybrid approach with p=39. The best dynamic heating scheme is (d), corresponding to VIT.T operating in the restricted parameter range which includes p=39. We note that this
value of p could not be determined in advance, and could only be found by running the standard
hybrid solution for all values of p.
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Figure 17. Percent of time spent on each parameter in range R (a) and in range R (b) for VIT.T.
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Figure 16. Dynamic heating for voltage scaling with different parameter ranges depicted by the four box plots—
3
4
3
4
( a ) { VIT.I, R } , ( b ) { VIT.I, R } , ( c ) { VIT.T, R } , ( d ) { VIT.T, R } . VIT.T refers to variable iterations
and time per parameter, with the next parameter taken if, for a given time, the solution has not improved.
The solid curve depicts results for the standard hybrid approach. All the dynamic schemes outperform the
standard hybrid (fixed p) approach, with the lowest average power obtained for (a) VIT.I which utilizes the
broader parameter range. The voltage scaling results appear to be less sensitive to the parameter range
than the results for the MCMP problem.

5.4.5 Comparison of Heating Schemes
The results indicate that the choice of parameter p does affect the outcome of the optimization process. For
the MCMP application, there is a pronounced region for fixed p values around p = 39 where the hybrid (with p
fixed) performs best. This is illustrated in Figure 11 (also shown as the solid curves in Figures 13 and 15). This is due
to the trade-offs in accuracy and complexity with p . For smaller values of p , a larger number of iterations can be performed (cf. Figure 10(e)). It seems that there is a point beyond which increasing p decreases the performance of the
hybrid algorithm. As illustrated in Figure 18, continuously increasing p starting from p = p min also increases the
accuracy A ( p ) of the PLSA and therefore the effectiveness of the overall algorithm. However, when a certain runtime complexity C ( p opt ) of the PLSA is reached, the benefit of higher accuracy may be outweighed by the disadvantage that the number of iterations that can be explored is smaller. As a consequence, values greater than p opt may
reduce the overall performance as the number of iterations is too low. Figure 14(e) depicts the performance of the
hybrid with p fixed for the voltage scaling application on the fft2 graph. It can be seen that the region of best performance is not as pronounced as in the MCMP application.
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quality of best solution
pmin

popt

pmax
p

Figure 18. Relationship between the value for p and the outcome of the optimization process.

The observation that certain parameter ranges appear to be more promising than the entire range of permissible p values leads to the question of whether the heating schemes can do better when using the reduced range. One
would expect that the static heating schemes, for which the number of iterations at each parameter is fixed beforehand, would benefit the most from the reduced range, since the hybrid would not be ‘forced’ to run beyond p opt . The
dynamic heating schemes, by contrast, will continue to operate on a given parameter as long as the quality of the
2

solution is improving. For the MCMP application, range R = [ 1, 39, 77, 116, 153 ] is centered around the best
4

fixed p values. For the voltage scaling application, range R = [ 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3, 3.25 ] is centered around the best
fixed p values. Figures 13 through 16 compare the performance over the two parameter ranges. For the static heating
optimizations in Figures 13 and 14, the performance is improved by using the reduced parameter ranges. The
dynamic heating optimization in Figure 15 shows a smaller relative improvement. The dynamic heating optimization
in Figure 16 actually shows a benefit to using the expanded parameter range. It is important to note that in practice
one would not know about the characteristics of the different parameter ranges without first performing an optimization at each value. This would take much longer than the simulated heating optimization itself, so in practice the
broader parameter range would probably be used. The data for fixed p for the MCMP problem (Figure 11) demonstrate that it can be difficult to find the optimal p value and that this optimum may be isolated, i.e. p values close
(e.g. 100) to the optimum yield much worse results. If we calculate the median over all p values tried, the mean performance of the constant p approach is worse than the median performance of the FTS and VIT methods.
Figure 19 compares the results of the different heating schemes for the MCMP application with population
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1

size N = 100, 200, 50 and parameter range R . Figure 20 compares the heating schemes for the voltage scaling
MCMP / N = 100 / all schemes
FIS

FTS

VIT.I

VIT.T
lower quartile
median
upper quartile

0.5

0.45

cost

0.4

0.35

0.3
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100
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300
400
fixed PLSA parameter p

500
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Figure 19. Comparison of heating schemes for
MCMP with N = 100 . The two box plots on the left correspond to the static heating schemes. The two box
plots on the right correspond to dynamic heating schemes. The best results (lowest memory cost) are
obtained for the VIT.T dynamic heating scheme. This refers to variable iterations and time per parameter,
where the parameter is incremented if the overall solution does not improve after a pre-determined time,
called the stagnation time. The solid curve represents the standard hybrid approach applied at different values of fixed p. The point p=39 slightly outperforms the VIT.T scheme.

application on different graphs for both types of local search.
Comparing the heating schemes across all different cases, we see that the dynamic heating schemes performed better in general than the static heating schemes. For all cases, the best heating scheme was dynamic. For the
binary knapsack problem and the voltage scaling problem, simulated heating always outperformed the standard
hybrid approach.
For the MCMP problem, there was one PLSA parameter where the standard hybrid approach slightly outperformed the dynamic, simulated heating approach. We note that in practice, one would need to scan the entire range
of parameters to find this optimal value of fixed p , which is in fact equivalent to allotting much more time to this
method. Thus, we can say that the simulated heating approach outperformed the standard hybrid approach in the
cases we studied.
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Figure 20. Comparison of heating schemes for voltage scaling with (a) Monte Carlo and (b) hill climb local
search. The 2 box plots on the left correspond to the FIS and FTS static heating schemes, while the box
plots on the right correspond to dynamic heating schemes VIT.I and VIT.T. The line across the middle of
the boxes represents the median over the runs, while the ‘whisker lines’ are drawn at the 10th and 90th
percentiles. The solid curve represents the standard hybrid approach using fixed p at various values of p.
In this application, all the simulated heated schemes outperformed the standard hybrid approach. The
best results were obtained for the dynamic VIT.T scheme.
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Figure 21. Static heating with different population sizes—(a) FIS, (b) FTS.

5.4.6 Effect of Population Size
Figure 21 shows the effect of the population size for MCMP for the static heating schemes. Figure 22 shows
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the effect of population size on the dynamic heating schemes for MCMP.
For FIS, smaller population sizes seem to be preferable. The larger number of iterations that can be explored
for N = 50 may be an explanation for the better performance. In contrast, the heating scheme FTS achieves better
results when a larger population N = 200 is used. For the dynamic heating schemes, the results seem to be less sensitive to the population size.

5.4.7 Discussion
We summarize several trends in our experimental data.
• The dynamic variants of the simulated heating technique outperformed the standard hybrid global/local
search technique.
• When employing the standard hybrid method utilizing a fixed parameter p , an optimal value of p may be
isolated and difficult to find in advance.
• Such optimal values of p depend on the application.
• When performing simulated heating, our experiments show that choosing the parameter range to lie
around the best fixed p values yields better results than using the broadest range in most cases. However,
using the broader range still produces good results, and this is the method most likely to be used in practice.
• The dynamic heating schemes show less sensitivity to this parameter range.
• Overall, the dynamic heating schemes performed better than the static heating schemes.
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Figure 22. Dynamic heating with different population sizes—(a) VIT.I, (b) VIT.T.
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• The dynamic heating schemes were also less sensitive to the population size of the global search algorithm.

6 Conclusions
Efficient local search algorithms, which refine arbitrary points in a search space into better solutions, exist in
many practical contexts. In many cases, these local search algorithms can be parameterized so as to trade off time or
space complexity for optimization accuracy. We call these parameterized local search algorithms (PLSAs). We have
shown that a hybrid PLSA/EA (parameterized local search/evolutionary algorithm) can be very effective for solving
complex optimization problems. We have demonstrated the importance of carefully managing the run-time/accuracy
trade-offs associated with EA/PLSA hybrid algorithms, and have introduced a novel framework of simulated heating
for this purpose. We have developed both static and dynamic trade-off management strategies for our simulated heating framework, and have evaluated these techniques on the binary knapsack problem and two complex, practical optimization problems with very different structure. These problems have vast solution spaces, and underlying PLSAs
that exhibit a wide range of accuracy/complexity trade-offs. We have shown that, in the context of a fixed optimization time budget, simulated heating better utilizes the time resources and outperforms the standard fixed parameter
hybrid methods. In addition, we have shown that the simulated heating method is less sensitive to the parameter settings.

7 Appendix
7.1 Implementation Details for MCMP
To solve the MCMP we use a GSA/PLSA hybrid as discussed in section 3 where an evolutionary algorithm
is the GSA and CDPPO is the PLSA. The evolutionary algorithm and parameterized CDPPO are explained below.
GSA: Evolutionary Algorithm for MCMP
Each solution s is encoded by an integer vector, which represents the corresponding schedule, i.e., the order
of actor executions (firings). The decoding process that takes place in the local search/evaluation phase (step 5 of
Definition 1) is as follows:
• first a repair procedure is invoked, which transforms the encoded actor firing sequence into a valid flat
schedule,
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• then the parameterized CDPPO is applied to the resulting flat schedule in order to compute a (sub)optimal
looping, and afterwards the data requirement (buffering cost) D ( s ) and the program requirement (code
size cost) P ( s ) of the software implementation represented by the looped schedule are calculated based on
a certain processor model.
Finally, both D ( s ) and P ( s ) are normalized (the minimum values D min and P min and maximum values D max and
P max for the distinct objectives can be determined beforehand) and a fitness is assigned to the solution s according
to the following formula:
P ( s ) – P min
D ( s ) – D min
F ( s ) = 0.5 ------------------------------ + 0.5 ----------------------------- .
D max – D min
P max – P min

(10)

Note that the fitness values are to be minimized here.
PLSA: Parameterized CDPPO for MCMP
The “unparameterized” CDPPO algorithm was first proposed in [4]. CDPPO computes an optimal parenthesization in a bottom-up fashion, which is analogous to dynamic programming techniques for matrix-chain multiplication [9]. Given a dataflow graph G = ( V, E ) and an actor invocation sequence (flat schedule) f 1, f 2, …, f n , where
each f i ∈ V , CDPPO first examines all 2-invocation sub-chains ( f 1, f 2 ), ( f 2, f 3 ), …, ( f n – 1, f n ) to determine an optimally-compact looping structure (subschedule) for each of these sub-chains. For a 2-invocation sub-chain ( f i, f i + 1 ) ,
the most compact subschedule is easily determined: if f i = f i + 1 , then ( 2f i ) is the most compact subschedule, otherwise the original (unmodified) subschedule f i f i + 1 is the most compact. After the optimal 2-node subschedules are
computed in this manner, these subschedules are used to determine optimal 3-node subschedules (optimal looping
structures for subschedules of the form f i, f i + 1, f i + 2 ); and the 2- and 3-node subschedules are then used to determine
optimal 4-node subschedules, and so on until the n-node optimal subschedule is computed, which gives a minimum
code size implementation of the input invocation sequence f 1, f 2, …, f n .
Due to its high complexity, CDPPO can require significant computational resources for a single application—e.g., we have commonly observed run-times on the order of 30-40 seconds for practical applications. In the
context of global search techniques, such performance can greatly limit the number of neighborhoods (flat schedules)
in the search space that are sampled. To address this limitation, however, a simple and effective parameterization
emerges: we simply set a threshold M on the maximum sub-chain (subschedule) size to which optimization is
attempted. This threshold becomes the parameter of the resulting parameterized CDPPO (PCDPPO) algorithm.
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In summary, PCDPPO is a parameterized adaptation of CDPPO for addressing the schedule looping problem. The run-time and accuracy of PCDPPO are both monotonically nondecreasing functions of the algorithm
“threshold” parameter M. In the context of the memory minimization problem, PCDPPO is a genuine PLSA.

7.2 Voltage Scaling Implementation
To solve the dynamic voltage scaling optimization problem we use a GSA/PLSA hybrid as discussed in section 3 where an evolutionary algorithm is the GSA and the PLSA is either a hill climbing or Monte Carlo search utilizing the period graph. Two different local search strategies were implemented—hill climbing [22] and Monte Carlo
[19]. Pseudo-code for both local search methods is shown in Figures 23 and 24. The benefit of using a local search
algorithm is that within a restricted voltage range we can use the period graph estimator for the throughput, which is
much faster than performing a simulation. The local search algorithms are explained further below.
GSA: Evolutionary Algorithm for Voltage Scaling
Each solution s is encoded by a vector of positive real numbers of size N representing the voltage assigned
to each of the N tasks in the application. The one-point crossover operator randomly selects a crossover point within
a vector then interchanges the two parent vectors at this point to produce two new offspring. The mutation operator
randomly changes one of the elements of the vectors to a new (positive) value. At each generation of the EA an
entirely new population is created based on the crossover and mutation operators. The crossover probability was 0.9,
the mutation probability was 0.1, and the population size was 50.
Voltage Scaling PLSA1: Hill Climb Local Search
For the hill climbing algorithm, we defined a parameter δ , which is the voltage step, and a resimulation
threshold r , which is the maximum amount that the voltage vector can vary from the point at which the period graph
was calculated. We ran the algorithm for I iterations. So for this case, the PLSA L had 3 parameters I , r , and δ .
One iteration of local search consisted of changing the node voltages, one at a time, by ± δ , and choosing the direction in which the objective function was minimized. From this, the worst case cost C ( I, r, δ ) for I iterations would
correspond to evaluating the Objective function 3I times, and resimulating ( I ⁄ r ⁄ δ ) times. For our experiments
we fixed I and δ and defined the local search parameter as p = 1 ⁄ r . Then for smaller p (corresponding to larger
resimulation threshold) the voltage vector can move a greater distance before a new simulation is required. For a
fixed number of iterations I in the local search, a smaller p corresponds to a shorter running time C ( p ) for L ( p ) .
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HillClimb()
Input: voltage vector V in of size N, number of iterations I
Period graph G with N tasks for which the execution time of task i is scaled by V [ i ] .
V obj is the objective function derived from maximum cycle mean of G scaled by V
V resim is the resimulation threshold distance
Output: voltage vector V out and new objective score
LowScore ← ∞
V ← V in
for (k = 0; k < I; k++) {
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {
V0 ← V [ i ]
V [ i ] ← V0 ( 1 + δ )
f 1 = V obj ( V [ i ], G )
V [ i ] = V0 ( 1 – δ )
f 2 = V obj ( V [ i ], G )
V [ i ] = V0
f = V obj ( V [ i ], G )
if( f 1 < f )
V [ i ] = V0 ( 1 + δ )
else if( f 2 < f )
V [ i ] = V0 ( 1 + δ )
Let D be V [ i ] – V in
if( D < Vresim )
Resimulate and rebuild G
V in = V

}

}
score = V obj ( V [ i ], G )
if( score < LowScore )
LowScore = score
V out = V

Figure 23. Pseudo-code for hill climb local search for voltage scaling.

The accuracy A ( p ) is lower, since the accuracy of the period graph estimate decreases as the voltage vector moves
farther away from the simulation point.
Voltage Scaling PLSA2: Monte Carlo Local Search
In the Monte Carlo algorithm, we generated N random voltage vectors within a distance D from the input
vector. For all points within a resimulation threshold r , we used the period graph to estimate performance. A greedy
strategy was used to evaluate the remaining points. Specifically, we selected one of the remaining points at random,
performed a simulation to construct a new period graph, and used the resulting estimator to evaluate all points within
a distance r from this point. If there were points remaining after this, we chose one of these and repeated the process.
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Monte Carlo()
Input: voltage vector V in of size N
Number R of random vectors to generate
Period graph G with N tasks for which the execution time of task i is scaled by V [ i ] .
V obj is the objective function derived from maximum cycle mean of G scaled by V
K is the input constraint on V obj .
V resim is the resimulation threshold distance
Output: voltage vector V out and new objective score
Generate a list L rand of R random vectors uniformly distributed with a distance of no
more than V resim from V in .
Evaluate

q =

∑ ( V [ i ] )2

for each vector in L rand .

i

Sort L rand according to lowest q first.
for(j=0; j < R; j++){
Pop head of list L rand to get V
Scale G by V
f = Vobj ( V [ i ], G )

}

if ( f < K ){
return( V out = V )
}

Figure 24. Pseudo-code for Monte Carlo local search for voltage scaling.

For the experiments we fixed N and D and defined local search parameter p = 1 ⁄ r . As for the hill climbing local
search, smaller values of p correspond to shorter run-times and less accuracy for the Monte Carlo local search.

7.3 Methodology
Simulated heating applied to the memory cost minimization application was evaluated on a complex, reallife CD2DAT application benchmark. This benchmark performs a sample-rate conversion from a compact disk (CD)
player output (44.1 kHz) to a digital audio tape (DAT) input (48 kHz). Due to the extensive multirate processing
involved, this application requires over 600 actor invocations per flat schedule, and consequently, the quartic complexity of the original (full-strength) CDPPO becomes heavily cumbersome for probabilistic global search techniques. The CD2DAT application has been used extensively as a benchmark to evaluate dataflow-based software
optimization techniques [5,6].
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For the voltage scaling optimization we utilized 6 common DSP benchmarks. For each benchmark, we set
the voltages to a nominal 5 volt value and calculated the system throughput. This throughput was then used as a constraint while the optimization attempted to minimize the average power of the system.
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